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Philosophy of Understanding Diseases

Throughout our bodies, a dynamic river of energy channels courses from the top of our heads down to

the tips of our toes. This river, known as Chi or Prana, is the driving life force of our body — fueling us

physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually.
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Picture this energy system as a complex, �owing network, keeping us vibrant and thriving. However,

just like a river can be blocked by fallen trees or debris, our energetic pathways or chakras can become

obstructed too. When this happens, a domino effect begins: the local metabolism slows down, the body

structure becomes less energetic, and our ability to remove chemical waste diminishes. The toxic

build-up further exacerbates the blockage, creating a vicious cycle.

As this cycle repeats, the energy level in the affected area drops below a critical threshold, and the

onset of a chronic illness looms. If left unchecked, the situation will worsen over time, much like a river

choked by debris after a storm.

Our task is to clear these energetic blockages, ensuring the smooth �ow of our vital life force, just like

removing a fallen tree from the river, and restoring its natural course. By doing so, we can maintain our

overall well-being and prevent the development of chronic illnesses.

Open and Remove Blockages in the Scalar Field

Our body, in its innate wisdom, retains the memory of healthy Chi �ow through cellular

communication. However, blockages can disrupt this harmonious dialogue and hinder our well-being.

Imagine cells as an orchestra, using scalar �elds as their sheet music to communicate. When blockages

interfere with this natural symphony, scalar �elds reintroduce the energy needed to restore

communication, bringing the body’s defenses to bear on the affected cells.

Within our cells, mitochondria act as power stations, fueling our body’s vital processes. Scalar �elds

recharge the mitochondria, empowering our cells with the energy required to break through and
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eliminate blockages. With these obstructions removed, our body reestablishes the �ow of Chi,

returning to its vibrant, healthy state—much like a river resuming its course after the fallen tree is

cleared.

An ancient proverb in traditional Chinese medicine states, “Where there is free �ow, there is no pain or

disease.”

This wisdom reminds us of the importance of maintaining unimpeded energy �ow within our body,

ensuring optimal health and harmony.

Harness the Power of Scalar Field with Spooky2 Scalar
Technology
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Spooky2 Scalar offers three different methods of transmitting healing scalar energy – Pure Scalar,

Molecular Scalar, and Rife Scalar – making it the �rst scalar equipment to offer such a range of

options. This means you can choose the method that best suits your needs and preferences.

Pure Scalar

With the Pure Scalar method, applying healing scalar energy is simple and easy. Once you’ve tuned

Spooky2 Scalar, you just need to sit or lie between the transmitter and receiver. Pure scalar energy

then �ows between the lids, creating a protective �eld around you.

We experimented to measure the impact of pure scalar energy on the human energy �eld. Five

participants were placed in the scalar �eld for 40 minutes, and their energy �elds were measured to

analyze their energetic homeostasis. The results were astounding – all participants showed signi�cant

improvement in their energy levels, and their energy �elds entered into a well-balanced state.

Additionally, anxiety levels were greatly reduced in all participants. This demonstrates the incredible

power of pure scalar energy in promoting overall well-being and improving the human energy �eld.

(Note: If you’re interested in this experiment, please check more details from here.)

Molecular Scalar

Molecular Scalar is a powerful way to target speci�c health concerns using Spooky2 Scalar. By placing

a substance on the receiver coil, you can further enhance the scalar signal and harness the healing

properties of the substance. This can be particularly useful for those dealing with speci�c health issues,

as the targeted delivery of the curative substance can help to improve overall health and well-being.

From essential oils to pharmaceuticals, the options for what substances to use are virtually limitless.

With Spooky2 Scalar’s Molecular Scalar, you can take control of your health and customize your

treatment to suit your individual needs.

For instance, you can place a few drops of lavender oil on the receiver coil, and the molecular scalar

energy will be enhanced by the oil’s unique properties. Lavender oil is known for its calming and

relaxing effects, making it a great choice for clearing your energy �eld of stress and tension.

The molecular scalar energy from the Spooky2 Scalar and the lavender oil work together to provide a

powerful healing experience for your mind and body.
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Rife Scalar

The third way to improve scalar energy is by applying frequencies to the scalar �eld.

By using Spooky2 Scalar and Rife frequency generator to apply frequencies to the scalar �eld, you can

target speci�c areas of the body or energetic systems.

For example, you can use Spooky2 Scalar to apply frequencies that align with the chakras or meridians

in your body. By doing so, you may experience improved energy �ow, reduced blockages, and a greater

sense of balance and well-being. With the massive Spooky2 FREE database, you have access to an

extensive range of frequency programs to choose from, making it easy to �nd the right program for

your unique needs.

The scalar �eld has the potential to revolutionize the way we think about healing and energy. And

amongst all types of equipment on the market, Spooky2 Scalar is a unique device that offers a variety

of options for transmitting scalar energy to the body, including pure scalar, molecular scalar, and Rife

scalar. By using these methods, Spooky2 Scalar can help improve the balance and harmony of the

human energy �eld.

Whether you are seeking relief from physical or emotional symptoms, or simply looking to enhance

your overall well-being, Spooky2 Scalar can be a powerful tool.

Take control of your health and energy today by exploring the bene�ts of Spooky2 Scalar.
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